
F O R  C O U R T  S Y S T E M S
SOFTWARE SOL UTIONS 



COURTS SOLUTION PORTFOLIO
Accelerate the movement of digital and physical evidence in your courtroom using a cloud software platform
that securely manages all evidence through receiving, presenting, and disposal.

Maintain and enhance your chain of custody by
streamlining intake of electronic evidence to your
courts before hearing dates using a secure cloud
portal available to all parties.

EASILY AND SECURLEY 
RECEIVE EVIDENCE

KEEP THE CHAIN OF CUSTODY
Create a traceable and auditable
record of every piece of submitted
evidence including who viewed it,
when it was viewed, and how it was
viewed.

  

EASILY UPLOAD AND MANAGE
Remove the burdensome process of
physically receiving digital evidence via
thumb drives and DVDs by directing
parties to your custom court portal for
remote uploading of all file types.

  

SHARE FOR DISCOVERY 
Uploading parties, clerks, and judges
can share evidence with other parties
by creating a secure Virtual Viewing
Room that uses dual-authentication
security and timebound limitations.

  



PREPARING EVIDENCE 
Quickly locate evidence using search criteria such as Department/Location, Hearing Date, or
Case/Citation Number - then preview each and admit, mark, or leave as viewed. 

INSPECTING EVIDENCE 
Easily inspect the history of evidence with one click viewing of meta data showing all
operations performed including uploads, views, shares, and updates by individual and
date/time.

PRESENTING EVIDENCE
 Confidently control the presentation of evidence from and to a variety of local or remote
display devices, including enlarging images, playing video, or paging through documents - 
 previewing each using the film strip feature.

  

Simplify the preparation and presentation of
evidence using powerful search capabilities,
detailed audit trails, and an intuitive
presentation approach that can work
seamlessly with your existing Court
Management System.

SIMPLIFY EVIDENCE
PRESENTATION  

Automate the return and disposal of uploaded
evidence by automatically notifying submitting
parties and utilizing workflows to take action
per court stipulations and retention policies.

AUTOMATE EVIDENCE
RETURN AND DISPOSAL

ALERTING EVIDENCE OWNERS
With a one mouse click, a court-
authorized user can mark a case as
Completed and start an automated
workflow that sends a disposal date
email alert to all parties with uploaded
evidence.

  

AUTHORIZING EVIDENCE DISPOSAL 
Exhibit Custodians receive automatic
alerts for cases requiring further
review with the option to accept or
reject disposal, returning evidence to
the clerk with reasons selected from a
customizable drop-down list.

  

MANAGING WITH REAL-TIME DATA 
Personnel time and data resources
can be efficiently managed using
standard and custom real-time
statistical reports including Total
Uploaded Exhibits, Total Exhibits Purged,
and Purged Cases by Case Type.
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